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Lewis and Clark’s White Salmon Trout:  Coho Salmon or Steelhead? 
200 Years of Getting it Wrong 

 
Part III: Fort Clatsop 

 
Bill McMillan, February 4, 2017 

 

 
William Clark. “A Map of Lewis and Clarks Track” from History of the Expedition under the Command of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the Sources of the Missouri, 
thence Across the Rocky Mountains and Down the River Columbia to the Pacific Ocean, 1814. Samuel Lewis, copyist; Samuel Harrison, engraver. Engraved 
map. Geography and Map Division, Library of Congress (67)  http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lewisandclark/lewis-landc.html#67    (Locations added by author)  
 
 
 
Note on the Research:  The research related to the Lewis and Clark Expedition was often reliant on The Journals of the Lewis 
and Clark Expedition Online as edited by history professor Gary Moulton through the University of Nebraska Libraries Etext 
Center website (now the Center for Digital Research in the Humanities): http://lewisandclarkjournals.unl.edu/   This digital 
collection began in 2002 with 200 pages from the Nebraska Press edition of The Journals edited by Moulton (2002).  It includes 
the journals of Capt. Meriwether Lewis, 2nd Lt. William Clark (considered by all on the expedition to be Capt. Clark and so used), 
Sgt. John Ordway, Sgt. Patrick Gass, and Pvt. Joseph Whitehouse.  Since 2002, the Journals Online has been greatly 
broadened to include much beyond the original book to increase the available information for scholars and research.  The 
website also includes notes below each day of the combined journal entries by the expedition members that provide names of 
animal and plant species and expedition locations with their references; access to drawings and maps made on the expedition as 
well as relevant ones of more recent origin; and other features of considerable interest related to the expedition.  The Journals 
Online is worded in the original spellings and grammar used by each journalist that can be difficult to initially read in some 
instances.  In the quotes used I minimally corrected each to more closely represent our modern spellings and grammar for easier 
reading.  
 
 
 
 
 
On Christmas of 1805 the Lewis and Clark Expedition moved into their winter quarters near the 
mouth of the Columbia River named for their neighbors, the Clatsop tribe.  32 men, one woman, 
one baby, and one large dog were confined to the 50 x 50 foot log enclosure of the fort until 
departing for the journey back to St. Lewis on March 23rd of 1806.  The long narrow cabins 
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provided less than 740 square feet of living space on each side of a central “courtyard.”  All 
suffered from incessant colds, and maybe influenza, throughout the winter.  Sgt. Patrick Gass 
infamously indicated:  
 
From the 4th of November 1805 to the 25th of March 1806, there were not more than twelve 
days in which it did not rain, and of these but six were clear.  
 
Welcome to the Pacific Northwest.  Crowded Fort Clatsop may have been, but dry.   
 
Gradually adjusting to the perpetual rain, the expedition members fell into activities as needed to 
thwart the forest gloom of cedar and “pines” variously described as 200-210 feet high and 6-12 
feet in diameter, but one of which was estimated 300 feet high and measured at 39-42 feet in 
diameter that was along today’s Lewis and Clark River.  For the two expedition leaders, it was a 
particularly important period in which descriptions of the animals and plants they had collected 
or observed were discussed and recorded.  Although many specimens were lost, 178 species of 
plants and 122 species of animals previously unknown to science are generally attributed to 
them.   
 

 
Fort Clatsop replica at original location, Fort Clatsop National Memorial (from the National Park Service: The Lewis & Clark 

Expedition: Documenting the Uncharted Northwest, by Theresa Campbell-Page and Mike Chin) 
 
From March 12 to 14, 1806, the Captains particularly puzzled over the differing “species” of 
salmon, char, salmon trout, and mountain trout they had encountered from the Rocky Mountains 
to the Lower Columbia.  The journal entries in this 3-day period of quandary over the salmonids 
encountered, and subsequent descriptions and names they used, have also resulted in some 
curious conclusions drawn since that time by historians and scientists.  A coho salmon 
(Oncorhynchus kisutch) and steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss) mix up is especially hard to 
explain in its duration of 200 years since then given the detailed description of a specimen the 
explorers examined. 
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Sketch of “White Salmon Trout” by Capt. William Clark, March 16, 1806 

(From: Thwaites, R.G. [editor]. 1905. Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1804-1806, Vol. 4 ) 
 
Two days after the 3-day attempt to classify the salmonids they had observed, there came the 
opportunity and the time to carefully take measures of what we call a steelhead today.  Both 
Expedition leaders made sketches of the specimen – that by Capt. Clark depicted above.  Lewis 
was the better at drawing.  However, his sketch is under copyright but can be viewed at 
https://lewisandclarkjournals.unl.edu/item/lc.img.1806-03-16.01.   On March 16, 1806, while at 
Fort Clatsop, Capt. Meriwether Lewis further described the White Salmon Trout (and Capt. 
William Clark almost identically): 
 
       The white Salmon Trout which we had previously seen only at the great falls of the Columbia 
has now made its appearance in the creeks near this place.  One of them was brought us today 
by an Indian who had just taken it with his gig.  This is a likeness of it;  it was 2 feet 8 Inches 
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long, and weighed 10 lbs.  The eye is moderately large, the pupil black and iris of a silvery white 
with a small admixture of yellow, and is a little turbid near its border with a yellowish brown. 
The position of the fins may be seen from the drawing, they are small in proportion to the fish.  
The fins are boney but not pointed except the tail and back fins which are a little so, the prime 
back fin and ventral ones, contain each ten rays; those of the (pectoral) gills thirteen, that of the 
tail twelve, and the small fin placed near the tail above has no bony rays, but is a tough flexible 
substance covered with smooth skin.  It is thicker in proportion to its width than the salmon.  
The tongue is thick and firm beset on each border with small subulate teeth in a single series.  
The teeth of the mouth are as before described.  Neither this fish nor the salmon are caught with 
the hook, nor do I know on what they feed. 
 
The description includes important meristic traits, such as number of fin rays, of common use at 
the time for species determinations, and still used for some species determinations today.  The 
“prime back fin” is the dorsal fin; the ventral fins are along the belly just above the anal fin; 
“those of the gills” would mean the pectoral fins that are near the gills; and “that of the tail” 
would mean the anal fin that is near the tail.  The latter is a particular key for determining the 
trout and char lines of Pacific salmon that do not necessarily die after spawning (iteroparous) 
with multiple chances for reproduction and have anal fins with 12 rays or less.  By contrast, the 
salmon line typically dies after spawning (semelparous) with only one chance at reproduction 
with anal fins of 13 rays or more (Wydoski and Whitney 1979; Quinn 2005). 
 
Often considered the most complete edition of the Lewis and Clark Expedition journals is that 
edited by Gary Moulton, University of Nebraska history professor, published in 2002 in which 
the notes below the March 16th journal entries indicate that the White Salmon Trout is a coho 
salmon.  While the Moulton/University of Nebraska Press edition of the journals is indeed 
exceptional, and particularly so for numerous original images of pages and maps from the 
journals, as well as modern maps showing differing segments and key points during the 
Expedition’s travels, in the case of steelhead, and coho and sockeye salmon, it perpetuates past 
errors in the reliance on prior publications related to salmonid species identification during the 
Expedition. 
 
This leads back to the Elliott Coues’ history of the Lewis and Clark Expedition (1893), and 
further repeated by Burroughs (1961, and Cutright (1969) who all indicate that the White Salmon 
Trout of March 16, 1806 was Oncorhynchus kisutch (Walbaum), or what we know today as the 
coho, or silver, salmon.   
 
Table 1, provides comparative characteristics of the Lewis and Clark White Salmon Trout to 
those of steelhead and coho salmon.  A composite of published science sources had to be drawn 
from in order to provide a full range of comparative steelhead and coho characteristics. 
 
Table 1. Comparative Characteristics of the White Salmon Trout and of Steelhead and Coho Salmon 
Taken from Multiple Sources (particularly definitive criteria in red) 
characteristic white salmon trout steelhead coho 
run-time March Nov-May Sep-Nov 
spawn-time March Jan-Jun Sep-Feb 
fresh entry color white/silver sides; dark back silver side; silver side; 
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dark blue back blue/green back 
male spawn color unknown red stripe & gills red sides &  belly 
fem spawn color unknown pink gills silvery sides dusky to pale red sides  
dorsal fin rays 10 9-12 9-13 
pectoral fin rays 13 11-14 13-16 
pelvic (ventral) fin rays 10 8-10 9-11 
anal fin ray 12 12 or less 13-14 
body length 32” 11->42” 13-38” 
weight 10 lbs <1-45 lbs 1-30 lbs 
Sources:  Bali 1959; Behnke 1979; Butler 2004; Cobb 1911; Evermann 1896; Evermann & Meek 1898; Evermann and Goldborough  1907; 
Lewis & Clark 2002; Savviatova et al. 1973; Suckley 1860; Sumner 1945; Sumner 1953; Thwaites 1905; Wydoski & Whitney 1979  
 
As indicated in the table, although most of the characteristics overlap, there is a critical 
disconnect between coho run-time (Sep-Nov) and spawn-time (Sep-Feb) compared to winter-run 
steelhead (Nov-May) run-time and spawn-time (Jan-Jun).  In both instances, the White Salmon 
Trout falls in the middle of these critical life history characteristics of steelhead, but is out of the 
range of those for coho.  From the meristic characteristics, the one most defining measure is the 
anal fin ray count difference for salmon (13 or more) and the trout and char lines (12 or less) of 
Pacific salmon as previously indicated.  
 
It is apparent from this that Meriwether Lewis and Willam Clark provided the first known 
description of North American steelhead, the sea-run life history of O. mykiss, well before that of 
Dr. Gairdner’s (surgeon at Ft. Vancouver of Hudson’s Bay Co.) from the Lower Columbia River 
in 1834.  Nevertheless, until the late 1980s the steelhead was Salmo gairdneri, named in his 
honor by Richardson (1836).     
 

 
White Salmon Trout as would have been at Fort Clatsop:  female winter-run steelhead (photo by author) 

       
While the description of the White Salmon Trout on March 16th is straightforward and quite 
unambiguous of itself, where the confusion seems to lie is in the Lewis and Clark journal entries 
of March 13-14, 1806.  The assumption by most has been that it is a different species than the 
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“silvery, white-colored” Salmon Trout of their prior encounters.  Lewis described all of the 
salmon and trout they had encountered up to that time including what are described as two 
species of Salmon Trout (Clark almost identically so on March 13th):   
 
The Common Salmon 
 

 
Male Chinook salmon (photo by John McMillan) 

 
The common Salmon and red Charr are the inhabitants of both the sea and rivers.  The former is 
usually largest and weighs from 5 to 15 lbs.  It is this species that extends itself into all the rivers 
and little creeks on this side of the Continent, and to which the natives are so much indebted for 
their subsistence.  The body of this fish is from 2½ to 3 feet long and proportionably broad. It is 
covered with imbricated scales of a moderate size and is variegated with irregular black spots 
on its sides and gills. The eye is large and the iris of a silvery color the pupil black.  The rostrum 
or nose extends beyond the under jaw, and both the upper and lower jaws are armed with a 
single series of long teeth which are subulate and infleted near the extremities of the jaws where 
they are also more closely arranged. They have some sharp teeth of smaller size and same shape 
placed on the tongue which is thick and fleshy. The fins of the back are two; the first is placed 
nearer the head than the ventral fins and has [blank] rays, the second is placed far back near the 
tail is small and has no rays. The flesh of this fish is when in order of a deep flesh colored red 
and every shade from that to an orange yellow, and when very meager almost white. The roes of 
this fish are much esteemed by the natives who dry them in the sun and preserve them for a great 
length of time. They are about the size of a small pea nearly transparent and of a reddish yellow 
color. They resemble very much at a little distance the common currants of our gardens but are 
more yellow.  This fish is sometimes red along the sides and belly near the gills particularly the 
male.  
 
The Red Charr 
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Male coho salmon in spawning colors (photo by author) 

 

 
Male coho salmon fresh from ocean (photo by John McMillan) 

 
The red Charr are rather broader in proportion to their length than the common salmon, the 
scales are also imbricated but rather large.  The nostrum exceeds the lower jaw more and the 
teeth are neither as large nor so numerous as those of the salmon. Some of them are almost 
entirely red on the belley and sides; others are much more white than the salmon and none of 
them are variegated with the dark spots which make the body of the other.  Their flesh roes and 
every other particular with respect to their form is that of the Salmon. This fish we did not see 
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until we descended below the great falls of the Columbia; but whether they are exclusively 
confined to this portion of the river or not at all seasons, I am unable to determine. 
  
The Salmon Trout of Two Species 
 

 
Possible dark Salmon Trout:  male chum salmon carcass freshly spawned  (photo by author) 

 

 
Possible dark Salmon Trout:  male winter-run steelhead in near spawning coloration (photo by author) 
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Possible dark Salmon Trout:  male sea-run cutthroat near spawning (photo by author)              

 

 
Possible dark Salmon Trout:  male coho “jack” salmon approaching spawning (photo by author) 
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White Salmon Trout as would have occurred at Celilo Falls:  female B-run inland steelhead (photo by Steve Pettit) 

 
The Salmon Trout are seldom more than two feet in length, they are narrow in proportion to 
their length, at least much more so than the Salmon or red charr. The jaws are nearly of the 
same length, and are furnished with a single series of small subulate straight teeth, not so long 
or as large as those of the Salmon. The mouth is wide, and the tongue is also furnished with 
some teeth. The fins are placed much like those of the salmon.  [The White Salmon Trout]  At the 
great falls we met with this fish of a silvery white color on the belly and sides, and a bluish light 
brown on the back and head. In this neighborhood we have met with another species which does 
not differ from the other in any particular except in point of color. [The Dark Salmon Trout] This 
last is of a dark color on the back, and its sides and belly are yellow with transverse stripes of 
dark brown. Sometimes a little red is intermixed with these colors on the belly and sides towards 
the head. The eye, flesh, and roes are like those described of the Salmon. [The White Salmon 
Trout] The white species which we found below the falls was in excellent order when the salmon 
were entirely out of season and not fit for use. [The Dark Salmon Trout] The species which we 
found here on our arrival early in November had declined considerably, rather more so indeed 
than the red Charr with which we found them associated in the little rivulets and creeks. I think it 
may be safely asserted that the red Charr and both species of the salmon trout remain in season 
longer in the fall of the year than the common Salmon; but I have my doubts whether either of 
them ever pass the great falls of the Columbia ...  
 
The Mountain Trout 
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Westslope cutthroat trout (photo by author) 

 
The mountain or speckled trout are found in the waters of the Columbia within the mountains.    
They are the same of those found in the upper part of the Missouri, but are not so abundant in 
the Columbia as on that river.  We never saw this fish below the mountains but from the 
transparency and coldness of the Kooskooske (Clearwater River) I should not doubt its existing 
in that stream as low as its junction with the S E. branch of the Columbia. 
 
The exact number and type of species described on March 13-14, during their stay at Fort 
Clatsop, remains elusive to determine.  Each of the salmon “species” they described (above) is 
accompanied by relatively current photographs of colorations and characteristics of steelhead, 
salmon, and trout that the descriptions may represent.  Three species can be clearly determined, 
one other species can be determined with about 90% probability, but one remains an intriguing 
enigma.     
 
Despite the lasting interest in the Lewis and Clark Expedition, its place in United States history 
of expansion west, and in the botanical and zoological findings as references of both what was 
and what has been lost, only one thorough reexamination, untangling, and reconstruction of the 
salmon and trout species described by Lewis and Clark was found.  With the 200th anniversary of 
the Lewis and Clark Expedition, in an issue of the Oregon Historical Quarterly, anthropology 
professor at Portland State University, Virginia Butler (2004), made a good biological-based 
attempt to identify the species of salmonids the two explorers encountered and recorded.  She 
made a particularly compelling case that the White Salmon Trout of March 16, 1806 was likely a 
winter-run steelhead, not a coho salmon: 
 
Based on the spawning migration period, however, it is unlikely that "white salmon trout" refers 
to coho salmon. As noted above, Columbia River coho salmon migrate into freshwater in the fall, 
not late winter and early spring. A more likely candidate for "white salmon trout" is steelhead. 
We know that some steelhead populations migrate into lower Columbia tributaries in winter and 
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spring. At least based on spawning location and seasonality, "white salmon trout" more closely 
matches winter-run steelhead than coho salmon. 
 
The only other reference that could be found with the correct identification of the White Salmon 
Trout described on March 16th as a steelhead is by Trotter and Bisson (1988).  The paper’s 
primarily focus is on the history of the cutthroat trout, but in referring back to the March 13 and 
16, 1806 descriptions they indicate: 
 
... included a reference to “white salmon trout” of large size taken near the Great Falls ... of the 
Columbia.  From the sketch drawn in the journal and from the additional notes it would appear 
that “white salmon trout” were steelhead Salmo gairdneri, while the smaller fish not illustrated 
in Clark’s journal but elsewhere referred to as “dark salmon trout” was later taken by 
Richardson (1836) to be the cutthroat trout.  
 
In the case of the tangled descriptions of the two Salmon Trout on March 13-14, 1806, at least 
several others have concluded that the “silvery, white-colored” Salmon Trout, described as being 
limited to below Celilo Falls, is likely a steelhead, and yet all but Butler, and Trotter and Bisson, 
somehow found the drawings and descriptions of the White Salmon Trout of March 16th to be 
the coho salmon.  
 
The “dark color” Salmon Trout they described in their journals of March 13-14, 1806 is more 
difficult to identify.  Trotter and Bisson (1988), while citing Richardson (1836) for indicating it 
was a cutthroat trout, are more reserved and conclude that the coastal cutthroat trout (then still 
Salmo clarki clarki, but now Oncorhynchus clarki clarki) may have been one of the last of the 
cutthroat subspecies to be identified by any of the early explorers of the American West until the 
more definitive examples collected by Dr. Gairdner in 1834.   
 
Butler (2004) confuses the Great Falls of the Columbia (Celilo Falls), referred to by Lewis and 
Clark in their March 13-14 journals, as that of the Missouri with the potential that Lewis and 
Clark considered darker Salmon Trout of the Lower Columbia to be the same general species as 
they found at the Missouri (westslope cutthroat, now Oncorhynchus clarki lewisi) – in other 
words, one of the several subspecies of cutthroat trout.  However, she also indicates that their 
location in the Lower Columbia creeks and streams, as sighted and caught by them and the tribal 
people in good numbers in early November of 1805, could be the winter steelhead.  Or then 
again, she considered the potential of it being a chum salmon (O. keta); or that of female coho 
salmon (that do not turn as red as the males at spawning time); or could otherwise be in company 
with coho that are not as yet in full spawning coloration.  A further consideration, not mentioned, 
is that some male coho do not take on the brilliant red coloration.  There is coloration diversity.  
This is particularly the case with smaller males known as “jack” salmon that also frequent the 
spawning grounds – relatively small fish of 13-18 inches in length that are nevertheless fertile 
and provide an important spawning contribution.      
 
The darker colored Salmon Trout referred to by Butler in November were described by Clark on 
the Washington side of the Columbia on November 6, 7, 12, and 13.  On the first two dates the 
fresh fish were purchased from tribal fishermen and on the second two dates they were “gigged” 
in two small streams near their encampment by the exploration members.  A “gig” was 
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essentially a wood shafted spear as initially described by Clark on crossing the mountains to the 
Lemhi River in August of 1805.  On August 21st Clark writes: 
 
... two men joined me at my camp on the right side below the 1st cliff with 5 salmon which the 
Indians gave them at the forks, the place they gig fish at this season. Their method of taking fish 
with a gig or bone is with a long pole.  About a foot from one end is a strong string attached to 
the pole. This string is a little more than a foot long and is tied to the middle of a bone from 4 to 
6 inches long, one end sharp the other with a hole to fasten on the end of the pole with a beard 
[barb] to the large end.  They fasten this bone on one end & with the other, feel for the fish & 
turn and strike them so hard that the bone passes through and catches on the opposite side, slips 
off the end of the pole and holds the center of the bone.    
 
The two species most likely to be present in Lower Columbia tributaries in sufficient abundance 
in November to use the gigging method of fishing are coho and chum salmon.  Although winter 
steelhead (indicated by Butler 2004) and cutthroat (indicated by Richardson 1836) would be 
present, it is unlikely that they would be sufficiently abundant to use this fishing method.  
Furthermore, cutthroat would often be a challengingly small quarry to attempt to gig.  For 
instance, at a trap on Sand Creek of Tillamook County, not very distant from the Lower 
Columbia, Sumner (1953) found sea-run cutthroat to be 12-18 inches in length and mature 
residents to be 4-10 inches in length.  Coho jack salmon would also be a difficult target due to 
their similar size to sea-run cutthroat.   
 
The Red Charr of Lewis and Clark, as well indicated by Butler, is not likely to be the sockeye 
salmon (O. nerka) that is considered to be the representative species by most.  Columbia Basin 
sockeye are only known to have occurred at the time, or today, above the Great Falls of the 
Columbia (Celilo Falls, now under the backwater of The Dalles Dam).  The closest populations 
to the lowermost Columbia were, and are, at lakes Quinault and Ozette, well to the north on the 
Washington Coast.  The Redd Charr, as Butler (2004) points out, is most likely the coho salmon, 
the male of which is red on sides and belly at spawning time.  However, she also considers the 
potential that the Red Charr could be a chum salmon which can have some reddish coloration (if 
one were to consider maroon to purple to be variations on red). The peak entry/spawning period 
for coho was found to be November and December by Sumner (1953) at Sand Creek, and that of 
chum salmon mid November –  times when the darker Salmon Trout and Redd Charr of Lewis 
and Clark were both present.   
 
The coloration described by Lewis and Clark (dark back, yellow sides and belly, dark brown 
transverse bars on the sides, and sometimes a little red) of the darker colored Salmon Trout, that 
it “had declined considerably,” and had declined more so than the Redd Charr (likely coho) it 
was in frequent company with, also fits parts of the chum salmon coloration pattern.  The 
interpretation of “declined” could either mean a more rapid loss of condition during spawning, or 
more rapidly reducing numbers.  Both fit the chum salmon.  It is not on the spawning grounds for 
as long a time as coho are, and the bodies of chum salmon after spawning can appear particularly 
deformed (large teeth in males) and emaciated with sores, exposed flesh, and tails eroded away 
in the females.   
 
However, despite the likelihood that coho and chum would have been the species most abundant 
in the smaller streams of the Lower Columbia in November, there are parts of the Lewis and 
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Clark descriptions of the darker Salmon Trout and Redd Charr that do not fit either species.  For 
instance, there was no spotting described for the Redd Charr (coho have spotting on the back, 
although not as prominent as Chinook with spotting on both back and tail), and the darker 
Salmon Trout was described as seldom over two feet in length (chum can often range larger than 
two feet, but in some streams and years an average of two feet is possible).  In the end, the darker 
Salmon Trout as described at Fort Clatsop in mid-March of 1806 is a species, or potentially two 
species, that can’t be clearly determined. 
 
The Common Salmon of Lewis and Clark is clearly the Chinook salmon by its larger average 
size, times when observed, and described features.  There is no known dispute of its 
identification.  However, only the White Salmon Trout (steelhead) of the salmonids they 
encountered was singled out for representation with sketches, despite being numerically less 
common.  On the other hand, it was more common in another way for its long-term seasonal 
presence.  The only other Columbia fish species sketched by them was the Eulachon 
(Thaleichthys pacificus), most commonly called “smelt” in the Columbia today.  It was 
particularly favored by the Expedition members at Fort Clatsop as indicated by Lewis on 
February 24, 1806, “they are so fat they require no additional sauce, and I think them superior to 
any fish I ever tasted.”  Of the Columbia salmonids, perhaps the steelhead had a greater 
attraction for them – large like a salmon, yet trout-like.   
 
Lewis’s premature death in 1809 was one likely reason there was a great delay in publication of 
their journals.  Had he lived it is possible that the remaining mystery of their attempts to classify 
the salmon and trout they encountered would have been better clarified in the necessary 
discipline needed if it came to his writing it up for publication.  One can only now wish that 
some equivalent to John James Audubon had been with them and a timely publication in the vein 
of later military missions such as that of the U.S. Exploring Expedition under United States 
Navy’s Lieutenant Charles Wilkes from 1838 to 1842.  A narrative of the expedition shortly 
followed with five of its 19 volumes published in 1845 
(http://www.sil.si.edu/DigitalCollections/usexex/ ).   
 
However, in the case of the White Salmon Trout, there is no question as to what species it was if 
one carefully reads the description and has sufficient knowledge of the entry and spawning time 
of steelhead, and by the defining anal fin ray count of 12 or less.   
 
Over the next three months, from March 16 to June 23, 1806, they would continue to encounter 
Salmon Trout, and document the transformation to spawning coloration all the way to the 
Bitterroot Mountains in their journey back up the Columbia and its tributaries.  During this 
period the white colored Salmon Trout would be largely limited to encounters below Celilo 
Falls.  The darker colored Salmon Trout described in the Lower Columbia tributaries in 
November of 1805 remains an enigmatic mystery.  However, its name would increasingly be 
applied to steelhead they would come to commonly encounter in tributaries above Celilo Falls.  
In this regard, the White Salmon Trout description is that of the coastal steelhead, while that of 
the darker Salmon Trout geographically aligns with the inland steelhead.  In its way, it reflects 
Behnke’s (1979) suggested classification of rainbow-steelhead into two types, or species: the 
coastal rainbow type being S. gairdneri; and the inland type being the “redband” trout he 
classified as S. newberryi, which also has an anadromous steelhead life history.  Behnke 
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considered both to have a common ancestor, but that there was a phylogenetic divergence that 
had occurred.   
 
However, Behnke makes no mention of the White Salmon Trout or the darker Salmon Trout of 
Lewis and Clark.  Perhaps this is because it was not their description that North American 
steelhead were originally named after, but rather was an honor given to Dr. Gairdner for the 
specimens he sent to Richardson as an authority needed for classification.   
 
The original rainbow-steelhead description came from Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula by Georg 
Wilhelm Stellar in about 1740, and named Salmo mykiss by Johanne Walbaum (1792).  It was 
not officially recognized in North America as the same species as Salmo gairdneri until 1989.  
Rainbow-steelhead were subsequently renamed Oncorhynchus mykiss – a trout form of Pacific 
salmon rather than a close relative to the Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar, and brown trout, Salmo 
trutta as previously assumed in North America and elsewhere.  The original discovery of the 
Asian rainbow-steelhead by Stellar, and as first described in literature by Krasheninnikov (1755), 
was long before Lewis and Clark, and even longer before Gairdner.  Stellar, born and science-
trained in Germany, was a particularly astute observer.  His correct identification of the 
originally considered five species of Pacific salmon (the sixth species, Asia’s Masu salmon, O. 
masu, not being added until Brevoort in 1856) and that of rainbow-steelhead is remarkable for its 
early history.  It contrasts with the long struggle for similarly accurate species classifications of 
Pacific salmon and “trout” that eluded North American naturalists and ichthyologists for nearly a 
century after the Lewis and Clark encounters with them, and more than 150 years after Stellar.   
 

 
Male steelhead at Kvachina River, Kamchatka, October 1995 (photo by author) 

 
Kamchatkan rainbow/steelhead were little considered after Walbaum (1792) and largely 
forgotten in Asia until Derzhavin (1929) analyzed 50 specimens of Kamchatkan steelhead and 
decided steelhead and Salmo mykiss (rainbow trout) were separate species, thus muddying the 
waters.  This was not clarified until 1965-1970 when ichthyologists from the University of 
Moscow went to Kamchatka and collected numerous specimens of both resident S. mykiss and 
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steelhead.  Subsequently Savviatova et. al (1973) found that S. mykiss was but one species with 
both resident and anadromous life histories, indistinguishable using meristic trait measures, 
morphological features, and in-the-field spawning observations.  Although Needham and Taft 
(1934) had noted this on the spawning grounds of steelhead (and rainbow) at Waddell Creek, 
California, there had not been the same scientific rigor as that by Savviatova and her University 
of Moscow colleagues.  It remains even today that the trout line of Pacific Salmon, as now 
considered by most American and European scientists, could be revisited with the Russian 
classification of rainbow/steelhead now considered to be Parasalmo mykiss (rather than 
Oncorhynchus mykiss) in the family Salmonidae (Mednikov et al. 1999).  Science is ever-
shifting as the human mind continues to explore through the limitations of its rational 
methodology nature and the universe.  
      
Because it was spring on their return, their increasing encounters with the differing colorations of 
the “White” Salmon Trout related to sexual maturation would become evident.  Ultimately it 
would be steelhead, in its darker colored form still lingering on the spawning grounds past mid-
June of 1806, that provided the sustenance that would help bring them through the trials of their 
return journey over the Bitterroot Mountains on the Lolo Trail.   
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